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Preliminary Test

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Pri.Sec.-2023  TOTAL MARKS: 100   DATE: 24-09-2023   TIME: 11.00 am - 01.00 pm

Q 1.   What was the day of the week on 15th August, 1947?

(A) Friday

(B) Thursday

(C) Monday

(D) Saturday

Q 2.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Omniscient'?

(A) Almighty

(B) Infallible

(C) Ignorant

(D) Obedient

Q 3.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'અવહેલના' શ�દ નો સમાનાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) અનાદર
(B) માછલી
(C) તરફદાર�
(D) પૈસા

Q 4.   The mule was partially relieved ___ the load.

(A) of

(B) off

(C) to

(D) by

Q 5.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Luminary'?

(A) Genius

(B) Dunce

(C) Clear

(D) Sage

Q 6.    'કાન દેવા' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) �ૂ� કરવી
(B) ઉધાર આપ�ું
(C) ઇ� કરવી
(D) �યાનથી સાંભળ�ું
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Q 7.   He went where he ____ find work.

(A)  goes to

(B) could

(C) can

(D) is

Q 8.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'વટમેા�ુ�' શ�દ નો સમાનાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) �ુંદર
(B) વહેમ
(C) �ૃ�
(D) પ�થક

Q 9.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'જે�ું નામ લે�ું પ�વ� છે તે' શ�દસ�ૂહ માટ ેનો એક શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) �ુ�ય�ોક
(B) જડભરત
(C) અ�ૂત�ૂવ�
(D) દૌ�હ�

Q 10.   Which of the following is a permanent memory in the computer?

(A) ROM

(B) RAM

(C) CPU

(D) None of the above

Q 11.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Menace'?

(A) Blessing

(B) Good - will

(C) Threat

(D) Remembrance

Q 12.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Lame'?

(A) Weak

(B) Ineffective

(C) Defective

(D) Robust

Q 13.    'ગળ�ૂથીમાં મળ�ું' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) વારસાગત મળ�ું
(B) અધીરા બન�ું
(C) દવા લા�ુ પડવી
(D) ફરવા જ�ું
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Q 14.   India recently won the Asia Cup men's cricket trophy by beating

______ in the final.

(A) Sri Lanka

(B) Pakistan

(C) Bangladesh

(D) Afghanistan

Q 15.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'કનક' શ�દ નો સમાનાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) કૃપા
(B) હેમ
(C) સમ�ત
(D) વેર

Q 16.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Onerous'?

(A) Burdensome

(B) Light

(C) Easy

(D) Solely

Q 17.   What is the full form of PDA?

(A) Personal data assistant

(B) Personal digital assistant

(C) Personal detail assistant

(D) Personal database assistant

Q 18.   Headquarters of UNESCO are located in ____.

(A) New York

(B) San Fransisco

(C) Paris

(D) London

Q 19.   He went to Kolkata so that he ___ find work.

(A) might

(B) may

(C) Both (A) and (B)

(D) none of the above

Q 20.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'ઉ�મ' શ�દ નો �વ�ધાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) જય
(B) આળસ
(C) �વવેક
(D) �ાચીન
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Q 21.    નીચેના �વક�પો માંથી �ો શ�દ તળપદા શ�દ 'કૂથલી' �ું �શ� �પ છે?

(A) ઢ�ગલી
(B) �ન�દા
(C) કાપડ
(D) શાકભા�

Q 22.   Long indulgence ____ vice impaired his once robust constitution.

(A) to

(B) into

(C) in

(D) for

Q 23.    'Smart Vault' an automated digital locker facility is launched by ____

(A) HDFC Bank

(B) ICICI Bank

(C) YES Bank

(D) SBI

Q 24.   Answer the first question before You ____ further.

(A) proceed

(B) proceeded

(C) will proceed

(D) are proceed

Q 25.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Forbear'?

(A) Abstain

(B) Indulge

(C) Seek

(D) Power

Q 26.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Chide'?

(A) Rate

(B) Scold

(C) Reprimand

(D) Applaud

Q 27.   International boundary line between India and Pakistan is known as

____.

(A) Radcliffe Line

(B) Durand Line

(C) 38th Parallel

(D) McMohan Line
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Q 28.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Fragile'?

(A) Hardy

(B) Exile

(C) Delicate

(D) Tough

Q 29.   What fraction of an hour is a second?

(A) 1/24

(B) 1/60

(C) 1/120

(D) 1/3600

Q 30.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Synopsis'?

(A) Diagnosis

(B) Surgery

(C) Crisis

(D) Epitome

Q 31.   If You subtract (-1) from (+1), what will be the result?

(A) -2

(B) 0

(C) 1

(D) 2

Q 32.   The public are cautioned ____ pickpockets.

(A) for

(B) on

(C) against

(D) too

Q 33.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'અધમાધમ' શ�દ નો �વ�ધાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) ઉ�મો�મ
(B) પ�ર�મ
(C) ગતાગમ
(D) ભરતી

Q 34.   I have not been well ____ I returned from Delhi.

(A) for

(B) when

(C) and

(D) since
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Q 35.   He gazed so long ____ both his eyes were dazzled.

(A) that

(B) and

(C) for

(D) when

Q 36.   Christ ____ his crucifiers.

(A) forgive

(B) forgave

(C) forgiven

(D) none of the above

Q 37.   The study of the history of life on earth as based on fossils is called

_____.

(A) Paleontology

(B) Taxonomy

(C) Pedology

(D) Oology

Q 38.   Many aspire ___ greatness, but few attained.

(A) with

(B) to

(C) in

(D) against

Q 39.   If REQUEST is written as S2R52TU, then how will ACID be written?

(A) 1394

(B) IC94

(C) BDJE

(D) 1D3E

Q 40.   Bitmap file has ____ extension.

(A) bit

(B) bmp

(C) btm

(D) bmt

Q 41.    'છેડ ેગાંઠ વાળવી' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) પલાયન થ�ું
(B) માર� નાખ�ું
(C) આ�� કરવી
(D) �મરણ માં રાખ�ું

.

.

.

.
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Q 42.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Filthy'?

(A) Purity

(B) Dirty

(C) Sweet

(D) Ambiguity

Q 43.    ____ is not an output device.

(A) Monitor

(B) Printer

(C) Projector

(D) Keyboard

Q 44.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી '�નમ�ળ' શ�દ નો �વ�ધાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) મ�લન
(B) જલ
(C) દૂર
(D) રા��

Q 45.   They have ___ their tongue to speak lies.

(A) teach

(B) taught

(C) teaching

(D) are teaching

Q 46.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'પસાયતો' શ�દ નો સમાનાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) ચોક�દાર
(B) પડદો
(C) દહેજ
(D) ગામડુ�

Q 47.   Which out of the following is the greatest number of five digits exactly

divisible by 47.

(A) 99999

(B) 99947

(C) 99969

(D) 99994

Q 48.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

My cousin has drawn this picture.

(A) This picture has been drawn by my cousin.

(B) This picture was being drawn by my cousin.

(C) This picture is drawn by my cousin.

(D) This picture having been drawn by my cousin.
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Q 49.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'લાઘવ' શ�દ નો �વ�ધાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) ગૌરવ
(B) સધવા
(C) દાનવ
(D) વાસી

Q 50.   Which male player won the 'Purple Cap' Award in the IPL - 2023

season?

(A) Hardik Pandya

(B) Kagiso Rabada

(C) Mohammed Shami

(D) Rashid Khan

Q 51.   He was punished, ____ he was guilty.

(A) for

(B) but

(C) yet

(D) so

Q 52.   How many times are the hands of a clock at right angle in a day?

(A) 22

(B) 24

(C) 44

(D) 48

Q 53.   Who currently holds the post of Prime Minister of Japan?

(A) Shinzo Abe

(B) Yoshihiko Noda

(C) Yoshihide Suga

(D) Fumio Kishida

Q 54.   Who is the current cabinet rank minister of health and family welfare

in the State of Gujarat?

(A) Shri Kanubhai Desai

(B) Shri Rushikeshbhai Patel

(C) Shri Raghavjibhai Patel

(D) Shri Balvantsinhji Rajput

Q 55.   She has gone to Chennai, _____ is her birthplace.

(A) which

(B) that

(C) and

(D) none of the above
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Q 56.   He locked the papers up so that they ____ be safe.

(A) are

(B) may

(C) might

(D) were

Q 57.   Pixel stands for ____ in computer.

(A) Picture Electron

(B) Picture Element

(C) Picture Electric

(D) Picture Election

Q 58.   A ___ is approximately one billion bytes.

(A) Kilobyte

(B) Bit

(C) Gigabyte

(D) Megabyte

Q 59.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word 'Mediocrity'?

(A) Brilliance

(B) Medium

(C) Mean

(D) Average

Q 60.   નીચેના �વક�પો માંથી �ો શ�દ તળપદા શ�દ 'આવરદા' �ું �શ� �પ છે?

(A) આ�ુ�ય
(B) �વાગત
(C) સ�માન
(D) ચાદર

Q 61.   Which among the following planets does not have any satellite?

(A) Jupiter

(B) Venus

(C) Saturn

(D) Uranus

Q 62.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

We expect good news.

(A) Good news shall be expected.

(B) Good news will expect by me.

(C) Good news will be expected.

(D) Good news is expected.
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Q 63.   The accident resulted ___ the death of five people.

(A) to

(B) for

(C) with

(D) none of the above

Q 64.   MPEG stands for _____

(A) Moving Pictures Export Group

(B) Moving Pictures Expert Group

(C) Moving Pictures Extra Group

(D) Moving Pictures Extension Group

Q 65.    'છેડો પાથરવો' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) ન� થઈ માંગ�ું
(B) પીડ�ું
(C) �ુ�સો કરવો
(D) જુદા પડ�ું

Q 66.    નીચેના �વક�પો માંથી �ો શ�દ તળપદા શ�દ 'હકડઠેઠ' �ું �શ� �પ છે?

(A) મારામાર�
(B) ��ત�ા
(C) ખીચોખીચ
(D) મરણ

Q 67.   Storage that retains it's data after the power is turned off is referred

to as ____

(A) volatile storage

(B) non volatile storage

(C) sequential storage

(D) direct storage

Q 68.   So long as the rain ____, I stayed at home.

(A) continue

(B) was continuing

(C) continued

(D) is continuing

Q 69.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'વધાર� ને વાત કરવી તે' શ�દસ�ૂહ માટ ેનો એક શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) અ�જ
(B) શતા�દ�
(C) અક��ય
(D) અ�તશયો��ત
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Q 70.   Which male tennis player has won the most Grand Slam Singles

Titles in the open era?

(A) Novak Djokovic

(B) Rafael Nadal

(C) Roger Federer

(D) Pete Samprass

Q 71.   Early rising is beneficial ____ health.

(A) to

(B) with

(C) too

(D) four

Q 72.   The wrong number in the sequence 22, 33, 66, 99, 121, 279, 594 is

____.

(A) 33

(B) 279

(C) 121

(D) 594

Q 73.   Union Cabinet has declared which day as 'National Space Day' in

India?

(A) 23rd August

(B) 22nd August

(C) 17th September

(D) 21st January

Q 74.    'સડક થઇ જ�ું' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) �ૂબ �ગરદ� હોવી
(B) �ત�ધ થઈ જ�ું
(C) માર મારવો
(D) માઠુ�  લાગ�ું

Q 75.    _____ Government imposed a complete ban on all kinds of crackers

in September 2023.

(A) Maharashtra

(B) Rajasthan

(C) New Delhi

(D) Haryana

Q 76.    'શીશામાં ઉતાર�ું' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) સામા થ�ું
(B) માથે ઈનામ �હેર થ�ું
(C) છેતર�ને કા�ૂમાં લે�ું - વશ કર�ું
(D) �ુખ થ�ું
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Q 77.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Fragment'?

(A) Frame

(B) Odorous

(C) Scented

(D) Bulk

Q 78.   Which out of the following numbers is divisible by 3, 7, 9 and 11?

(A) 639

(B) 2079

(C) 3791

(D) 37911

Q 79.   9, 12, 11, 14, 13, ____, 15

(A) 12

(B) 16

(C) 10

(D) 17

Q 80.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Manifold'?

(A) Numerous

(B) Various

(C) Scant

(D) Multifold

Q 81.   The murderer has _____ to Australia.

(A) flee

(B) fled

(C) flown

(D) none of the above

Q 82.   There are certain number of benches in a classroom. If four students

sit on each bench then three benches remain unoccupied. If,

however, three students sit on each bench then three students

remain standing in the class. There are ____ number of students in

the class.

(A) 45

(B) 50

(C) 42

(D) 48
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Q 83.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'એકજ સમય માં થઇ ગયે�ું' શ�દસ�ૂહ માટ ેનો એક શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) સમકાલીન
(B) એકા�ત
(C) કાલાતીત
(D) અવા�ચીન

Q 84.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

Columbus discovered America,

(A) America was discovered by Columbus.

(B) America got discovered through Columbus.

(C) America is discovered by Columbus.

(D) America was been discovered by Columbus.

Q 85.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

'Fidelity'?

(A) Allegiance

(B) Treachery

(C) Disloyalty

(D) Unreal

Q 86.   As he ___ not there, I spoke to his brother.

(A) was

(B) is

(C) went

(D) none of the above

Q 87.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Cherish'?

(A) Nurture

(B) Entertain

(C) Discard

(D) Foster

Q 88.   The smallest number of five digits beginning with 3 and ending with

5 will be _____.

(A) 30005

(B) 31005

(C) 30015

(D) 30025
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Q 89.   What does the abbreviation 'NeVA' stand for in the context of the

inauguration by the President of India?

(A) National Energy Visionary Application

(B) National Environmental Virtual Assembly

(C) National e-Vidhan Application

(D) National Education Virtual Alliance

Q 90.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Meteoric'?

(A) Permanent

(B) Order

(C) Momentary

(D) Misdeal

Q 91.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

Sohrab threw the ball.

(A) The ball is thrown by Sohrab

(B) The ball was thrown by Sohrab

(C) The ball was threw by Sohrab

(D) The ball is being thrown by Sohrab

Q 92.   She ____ her hands in agony.

(A) is wring

(B) was wring

(C) wring

(D) wrung

Q 93.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'લગભગ મર� ગયે�ું' શ�દસ�ૂહ માટ ેનો એક શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) રામબાણ
(B) અ�વનાશી
(C) �ૃતઃ�ાય
(D) અસંગત

Q 94.   The burglar jumped ___ the compound wall.

(A) on

(B) over

(C) through

(D) in

Q 95.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Obscure'?

(A) Reveal

(B) Conceal

(C) Discover

(D) Submissive
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Q 96.   He was so tired that he ___ scarcely stand.

(A) could

(B) may

(C) can

(D) might

Q 97.   Who currently holds the post of cabinet rank Minister of Commerce

and Industry, Government of India?

(A) Smt. Smriti Irani

(B) Smt. Nirmala Sitaraman

(C) Shri Arjun Munda

(D) Shri Piyush Goyal

Q 98.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

Somebody has put out the light.

(A) The light has been put out.

(B) The light is turned out.

(C) The light will be put out.

(D) The light is being put out.

Q 99.   Not a drum was ____, not a funeral note.

(A) heard

(B) to be heard

(C) hear

(D) hearing

 ______ is the ex-officio Chairman of Rajya Sabha.

(A) President

(B) Vice President

(C) Deputy Speaker

(D) Prime Minister

- - - - - - -

Q 100.   
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Preliminary Test

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Pri.Sec.-2023  TOTAL MARKS: 100   DATE: 24-09-2023   TIME: 11.00 am - 01.00 pm

Q 1.   What was the day of the week on 15th August, 1947?

(A) Friday

(B) Thursday

(C) Monday

(D) Saturday

Q 2.   They have ___ their tongue to speak lies.

(A) teach

(B) taught

(C) teaching

(D) are teaching

Q 3.   Which among the following planets does not have any satellite?

(A) Jupiter

(B) Venus

(C) Saturn

(D) Uranus

Q 4.   Long indulgence ____ vice impaired his once robust constitution.

(A) to

(B) into

(C) in

(D) for

Q 5.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'પસાયતો' શ�દ નો સમાનાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) ચોક�દાર
(B) પડદો
(C) દહેજ
(D) ગામડુ�

Q 6.   I have not been well ____ I returned from Delhi.

(A) for

(B) when

(C) and

(D) since
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Q 7.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Manifold'?

(A) Numerous

(B) Various

(C) Scant

(D) Multifold

Q 8.   The murderer has _____ to Australia.

(A) flee

(B) fled

(C) flown

(D) none of the above

Q 9.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Synopsis'?

(A) Diagnosis

(B) Surgery

(C) Crisis

(D) Epitome

Q 10.   If REQUEST is written as S2R52TU, then how will ACID be written?

(A) 1394

(B) IC94

(C) BDJE

(D) 1D3E

Q 11.   Union Cabinet has declared which day as 'National Space Day' in

India?

(A) 23rd August

(B) 22nd August

(C) 17th September

(D) 21st January

Q 12.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word 'Mediocrity'?

(A) Brilliance

(B) Medium

(C) Mean

(D) Average

Q 13.   નીચેના �વક�પો માંથી �ો શ�દ તળપદા શ�દ 'આવરદા' �ું �શ� �પ છે?

(A) આ�ુ�ય
(B) �વાગત
(C) સ�માન
(D) ચાદર
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Q 14.    'ગળ�ૂથીમાં મળ�ું' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) વારસાગત મળ�ું
(B) અધીરા બન�ું
(C) દવા લા�ુ પડવી
(D) ફરવા જ�ું

Q 15.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Lame'?

(A) Weak

(B) Ineffective

(C) Defective

(D) Robust

Q 16.   International boundary line between India and Pakistan is known as

____.

(A) Radcliffe Line

(B) Durand Line

(C) 38th Parallel

(D) McMohan Line

Q 17.   The smallest number of five digits beginning with 3 and ending with

5 will be _____.

(A) 30005

(B) 31005

(C) 30015

(D) 30025

Q 18.    'શીશામાં ઉતાર�ું' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) સામા થ�ું
(B) માથે ઈનામ �હેર થ�ું
(C) છેતર�ને કા�ૂમાં લે�ું - વશ કર�ું
(D) �ુખ થ�ું

Q 19.   The public are cautioned ____ pickpockets.

(A) for

(B) on

(C) against

(D) too

Q 20.    ______ is the ex-officio Chairman of Rajya Sabha.

(A) President

(B) Vice President

(C) Deputy Speaker

(D) Prime Minister
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Q 21.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'કનક' શ�દ નો સમાનાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) કૃપા
(B) હેમ
(C) સમ�ત
(D) વેર

Q 22.    'કાન દેવા' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) �ૂ� કરવી
(B) ઉધાર આપ�ું
(C) ઇ� કરવી
(D) �યાનથી સાંભળ�ું

Q 23.   So long as the rain ____, I stayed at home.

(A) continue

(B) was continuing

(C) continued

(D) is continuing

Q 24.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

Sohrab threw the ball.

(A) The ball is thrown by Sohrab

(B) The ball was thrown by Sohrab

(C) The ball was threw by Sohrab

(D) The ball is being thrown by Sohrab

Q 25.   The accident resulted ___ the death of five people.

(A) to

(B) for

(C) with

(D) none of the above

Q 26.    'સડક થઇ જ�ું' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) �ૂબ �ગરદ� હોવી
(B) �ત�ધ થઈ જ�ું
(C) માર મારવો
(D) માઠુ�  લાગ�ું

Q 27.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Luminary'?

(A) Genius

(B) Dunce

(C) Clear

(D) Sage
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Q 28.   India recently won the Asia Cup men's cricket trophy by beating

______ in the final.

(A) Sri Lanka

(B) Pakistan

(C) Bangladesh

(D) Afghanistan

Q 29.    _____ Government imposed a complete ban on all kinds of crackers

in September 2023.

(A) Maharashtra

(B) Rajasthan

(C) New Delhi

(D) Haryana

Q 30.   Headquarters of UNESCO are located in ____.

(A) New York

(B) San Fransisco

(C) Paris

(D) London

Q 31.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Meteoric'?

(A) Permanent

(B) Order

(C) Momentary

(D) Misdeal

Q 32.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'અધમાધમ' શ�દ નો �વ�ધાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) ઉ�મો�મ
(B) પ�ર�મ
(C) ગતાગમ
(D) ભરતી

Q 33.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Cherish'?

(A) Nurture

(B) Entertain

(C) Discard

(D) Foster

Q 34.   Answer the first question before You ____ further.

(A) proceed

(B) proceeded

(C) will proceed

(D) are proceed
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Q 35.   What fraction of an hour is a second?

(A) 1/24

(B) 1/60

(C) 1/120

(D) 1/3600

Q 36.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

Columbus discovered America,

(A) America was discovered by Columbus.

(B) America got discovered through Columbus.

(C) America is discovered by Columbus.

(D) America was been discovered by Columbus.

Q 37.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Forbear'?

(A) Abstain

(B) Indulge

(C) Seek

(D) Power

Q 38.   He was punished, ____ he was guilty.

(A) for

(B) but

(C) yet

(D) so

Q 39.   He was so tired that he ___ scarcely stand.

(A) could

(B) may

(C) can

(D) might

Q 40.   Many aspire ___ greatness, but few attained.

(A) with

(B) to

(C) in

(D) against

Q 41.   How many times are the hands of a clock at right angle in a day?

(A) 22

(B) 24

(C) 44

(D) 48
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Q 42.   Early rising is beneficial ____ health.

(A) to

(B) with

(C) too

(D) four

Q 43.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'વટમેા�ુ�' શ�દ નો સમાનાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) �ુંદર
(B) વહેમ
(C) �ૃ�
(D) પ�થક

Q 44.   9, 12, 11, 14, 13, ____, 15

(A) 12

(B) 16

(C) 10

(D) 17

Q 45.   Which out of the following numbers is divisible by 3, 7, 9 and 11?

(A) 639

(B) 2079

(C) 3791

(D) 37911

Q 46.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

'Fidelity'?

(A) Allegiance

(B) Treachery

(C) Disloyalty

(D) Unreal

Q 47.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'લાઘવ' શ�દ નો �વ�ધાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) ગૌરવ
(B) સધવા
(C) દાનવ
(D) વાસી

Q 48.   He went where he ____ find work.

(A)  goes to

(B) could

(C) can

(D) is
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Q 49.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'અવહેલના' શ�દ નો સમાનાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) અનાદર
(B) માછલી
(C) તરફદાર�
(D) પૈસા

Q 50.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

My cousin has drawn this picture.

(A) This picture has been drawn by my cousin.

(B) This picture was being drawn by my cousin.

(C) This picture is drawn by my cousin.

(D) This picture having been drawn by my cousin.

Q 51.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Obscure'?

(A) Reveal

(B) Conceal

(C) Discover

(D) Submissive

Q 52.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Fragment'?

(A) Frame

(B) Odorous

(C) Scented

(D) Bulk

Q 53.   Which male player won the 'Purple Cap' Award in the IPL - 2023

season?

(A) Hardik Pandya

(B) Kagiso Rabada

(C) Mohammed Shami

(D) Rashid Khan

Q 54.    નીચેના �વક�પો માંથી �ો શ�દ તળપદા શ�દ 'હકડઠેઠ' �ું �શ� �પ છે?

(A) મારામાર�
(B) ��ત�ા
(C) ખીચોખીચ
(D) મરણ

Q 55.   The mule was partially relieved ___ the load.

(A) of

(B) off

(C) to

(D) by
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Q 56.   The study of the history of life on earth as based on fossils is called

_____.

(A) Paleontology

(B) Taxonomy

(C) Pedology

(D) Oology

Q 57.   Christ ____ his crucifiers.

(A) forgive

(B) forgave

(C) forgiven

(D) none of the above

Q 58.   If You subtract (-1) from (+1), what will be the result?

(A) -2

(B) 0

(C) 1

(D) 2

Q 59.   A ___ is approximately one billion bytes.

(A) Kilobyte

(B) Bit

(C) Gigabyte

(D) Megabyte

Q 60.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'ઉ�મ' શ�દ નો �વ�ધાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) જય
(B) આળસ
(C) �વવેક
(D) �ાચીન

Q 61.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી '�નમ�ળ' શ�દ નો �વ�ધાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) મ�લન
(B) જલ
(C) દૂર
(D) રા��

Q 62.   Bitmap file has ____ extension.

(A) bit

(B) bmp

(C) btm

(D) bmt

.

.

.

.
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Q 63.   She ____ her hands in agony.

(A) is wring

(B) was wring

(C) wring

(D) wrung

Q 64.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Filthy'?

(A) Purity

(B) Dirty

(C) Sweet

(D) Ambiguity

Q 65.    'Smart Vault' an automated digital locker facility is launched by ____

(A) HDFC Bank

(B) ICICI Bank

(C) YES Bank

(D) SBI

Q 66.   Who is the current cabinet rank minister of health and family welfare

in the State of Gujarat?

(A) Shri Kanubhai Desai

(B) Shri Rushikeshbhai Patel

(C) Shri Raghavjibhai Patel

(D) Shri Balvantsinhji Rajput

Q 67.   MPEG stands for _____

(A) Moving Pictures Export Group

(B) Moving Pictures Expert Group

(C) Moving Pictures Extra Group

(D) Moving Pictures Extension Group

Q 68.    'છેડો પાથરવો' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) ન� થઈ માંગ�ું
(B) પીડ�ું
(C) �ુ�સો કરવો
(D) જુદા પડ�ું

Q 69.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'એકજ સમય માં થઇ ગયે�ું' શ�દસ�ૂહ માટ ેનો એક શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) સમકાલીન
(B) એકા�ત
(C) કાલાતીત
(D) અવા�ચીન
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Q 70.   Who currently holds the post of cabinet rank Minister of Commerce

and Industry, Government of India?

(A) Smt. Smriti Irani

(B) Smt. Nirmala Sitaraman

(C) Shri Arjun Munda

(D) Shri Piyush Goyal

Q 71.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Fragile'?

(A) Hardy

(B) Exile

(C) Delicate

(D) Tough

Q 72.   She has gone to Chennai, _____ is her birthplace.

(A) which

(B) that

(C) and

(D) none of the above

Q 73.    ____ is not an output device.

(A) Monitor

(B) Printer

(C) Projector

(D) Keyboard

Q 74.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

Somebody has put out the light.

(A) The light has been put out.

(B) The light is turned out.

(C) The light will be put out.

(D) The light is being put out.

Q 75.   Who currently holds the post of Prime Minister of Japan?

(A) Shinzo Abe

(B) Yoshihiko Noda

(C) Yoshihide Suga

(D) Fumio Kishida

Q 76.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'જે�ું નામ લે�ું પ�વ� છે તે' શ�દસ�ૂહ માટ ેનો એક શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) �ુ�ય�ોક
(B) જડભરત
(C) અ�ૂત�ૂવ�
(D) દૌ�હ�
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Q 77.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'વધાર� ને વાત કરવી તે' શ�દસ�ૂહ માટ ેનો એક શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) અ�જ
(B) શતા�દ�
(C) અક��ય
(D) અ�તશયો��ત

Q 78.   Which out of the following is the greatest number of five digits exactly

divisible by 47.

(A) 99999

(B) 99947

(C) 99969

(D) 99994

Q 79.   What does the abbreviation 'NeVA' stand for in the context of the

inauguration by the President of India?

(A) National Energy Visionary Application

(B) National Environmental Virtual Assembly

(C) National e-Vidhan Application

(D) National Education Virtual Alliance

Q 80.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Omniscient'?

(A) Almighty

(B) Infallible

(C) Ignorant

(D) Obedient

Q 81.   Pixel stands for ____ in computer.

(A) Picture Electron

(B) Picture Element

(C) Picture Electric

(D) Picture Election

Q 82.   Storage that retains it's data after the power is turned off is referred

to as ____

(A) volatile storage

(B) non volatile storage

(C) sequential storage

(D) direct storage

Q 83.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Chide'?

(A) Rate

(B) Scold

(C) Reprimand

(D) Applaud
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Q 84.   Which of the following is a permanent memory in the computer?

(A) ROM

(B) RAM

(C) CPU

(D) None of the above

Q 85.   He went to Kolkata so that he ___ find work.

(A) might

(B) may

(C) Both (A) and (B)

(D) none of the above

Q 86.   Not a drum was ____, not a funeral note.

(A) heard

(B) to be heard

(C) hear

(D) hearing

Q 87.    'છેડ ેગાંઠ વાળવી' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) પલાયન થ�ું
(B) માર� નાખ�ું
(C) આ�� કરવી
(D) �મરણ માં રાખ�ું

Q 88.   As he ___ not there, I spoke to his brother.

(A) was

(B) is

(C) went

(D) none of the above

Q 89.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

We expect good news.

(A) Good news shall be expected.

(B) Good news will expect by me.

(C) Good news will be expected.

(D) Good news is expected.

Q 90.   What is the full form of PDA?

(A) Personal data assistant

(B) Personal digital assistant

(C) Personal detail assistant

(D) Personal database assistant
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Q 91.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Menace'?

(A) Blessing

(B) Good - will

(C) Threat

(D) Remembrance

Q 92.    નીચેના �વક�પો માંથી �ો શ�દ તળપદા શ�દ 'કૂથલી' �ું �શ� �પ છે?

(A) ઢ�ગલી
(B) �ન�દા
(C) કાપડ
(D) શાકભા�

Q 93.   There are certain number of benches in a classroom. If four students

sit on each bench then three benches remain unoccupied. If,

however, three students sit on each bench then three students

remain standing in the class. There are ____ number of students in

the class.

(A) 45

(B) 50

(C) 42

(D) 48

Q 94.   He gazed so long ____ both his eyes were dazzled.

(A) that

(B) and

(C) for

(D) when

Q 95.   Which male tennis player has won the most Grand Slam Singles

Titles in the open era?

(A) Novak Djokovic

(B) Rafael Nadal

(C) Roger Federer

(D) Pete Samprass

Q 96.   He locked the papers up so that they ____ be safe.

(A) are

(B) may

(C) might

(D) were
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Q 97.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Onerous'?

(A) Burdensome

(B) Light

(C) Easy

(D) Solely

Q 98.   The burglar jumped ___ the compound wall.

(A) on

(B) over

(C) through

(D) in

Q 99.   The wrong number in the sequence 22, 33, 66, 99, 121, 279, 594 is

____.

(A) 33

(B) 279

(C) 121

(D) 594

નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'લગભગ મર� ગયે�ું' શ�દસ�ૂહ માટ ેનો એક શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) રામબાણ
(B) અ�વનાશી
(C) �ૃતઃ�ાય
(D) અસંગત

- - - - - - -

Q 100.   
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Preliminary Test

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Pri.Sec.-2023  TOTAL MARKS: 100   DATE: 24-09-2023   TIME: 11.00 am - 01.00 pm

Q 1.   Which male tennis player has won the most Grand Slam Singles

Titles in the open era?

(A) Novak Djokovic

(B) Rafael Nadal

(C) Roger Federer

(D) Pete Samprass

Q 2.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'કનક' શ�દ નો સમાનાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) કૃપા
(B) હેમ
(C) સમ�ત
(D) વેર

Q 3.   The murderer has _____ to Australia.

(A) flee

(B) fled

(C) flown

(D) none of the above

Q 4.   Christ ____ his crucifiers.

(A) forgive

(B) forgave

(C) forgiven

(D) none of the above

Q 5.    'Smart Vault' an automated digital locker facility is launched by ____

(A) HDFC Bank

(B) ICICI Bank

(C) YES Bank

(D) SBI

Q 6.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'એકજ સમય માં થઇ ગયે�ું' શ�દસ�ૂહ માટ ેનો એક શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) સમકાલીન
(B) એકા�ત
(C) કાલાતીત
(D) અવા�ચીન
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Q 7.   What does the abbreviation 'NeVA' stand for in the context of the

inauguration by the President of India?

(A) National Energy Visionary Application

(B) National Environmental Virtual Assembly

(C) National e-Vidhan Application

(D) National Education Virtual Alliance

Q 8.   He was punished, ____ he was guilty.

(A) for

(B) but

(C) yet

(D) so

Q 9.   Which out of the following is the greatest number of five digits exactly

divisible by 47.

(A) 99999

(B) 99947

(C) 99969

(D) 99994

Q 10.   She has gone to Chennai, _____ is her birthplace.

(A) which

(B) that

(C) and

(D) none of the above

Q 11.   How many times are the hands of a clock at right angle in a day?

(A) 22

(B) 24

(C) 44

(D) 48

Q 12.   Who currently holds the post of Prime Minister of Japan?

(A) Shinzo Abe

(B) Yoshihiko Noda

(C) Yoshihide Suga

(D) Fumio Kishida

Q 13.   The mule was partially relieved ___ the load.

(A) of

(B) off

(C) to

(D) by
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Q 14.   Long indulgence ____ vice impaired his once robust constitution.

(A) to

(B) into

(C) in

(D) for

Q 15.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Forbear'?

(A) Abstain

(B) Indulge

(C) Seek

(D) Power

Q 16.   The burglar jumped ___ the compound wall.

(A) on

(B) over

(C) through

(D) in

Q 17.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Chide'?

(A) Rate

(B) Scold

(C) Reprimand

(D) Applaud

Q 18.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'પસાયતો' શ�દ નો સમાનાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) ચોક�દાર
(B) પડદો
(C) દહેજ
(D) ગામડુ�

Q 19.   If REQUEST is written as S2R52TU, then how will ACID be written?

(A) 1394

(B) IC94

(C) BDJE

(D) 1D3E

Q 20.    _____ Government imposed a complete ban on all kinds of crackers

in September 2023.

(A) Maharashtra

(B) Rajasthan

(C) New Delhi

(D) Haryana
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Q 21.   He went where he ____ find work.

(A)  goes to

(B) could

(C) can

(D) is

Q 22.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'જે�ું નામ લે�ું પ�વ� છે તે' શ�દસ�ૂહ માટ ેનો એક શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) �ુ�ય�ોક
(B) જડભરત
(C) અ�ૂત�ૂવ�
(D) દૌ�હ�

Q 23.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Cherish'?

(A) Nurture

(B) Entertain

(C) Discard

(D) Foster

Q 24.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

Columbus discovered America,

(A) America was discovered by Columbus.

(B) America got discovered through Columbus.

(C) America is discovered by Columbus.

(D) America was been discovered by Columbus.

Q 25.   He was so tired that he ___ scarcely stand.

(A) could

(B) may

(C) can

(D) might

Q 26.   Which of the following is a permanent memory in the computer?

(A) ROM

(B) RAM

(C) CPU

(D) None of the above

Q 27.   He locked the papers up so that they ____ be safe.

(A) are

(B) may

(C) might

(D) were
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Q 28.   International boundary line between India and Pakistan is known as

____.

(A) Radcliffe Line

(B) Durand Line

(C) 38th Parallel

(D) McMohan Line

Q 29.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

Sohrab threw the ball.

(A) The ball is thrown by Sohrab

(B) The ball was thrown by Sohrab

(C) The ball was threw by Sohrab

(D) The ball is being thrown by Sohrab

Q 30.   Early rising is beneficial ____ health.

(A) to

(B) with

(C) too

(D) four

Q 31.   Which among the following planets does not have any satellite?

(A) Jupiter

(B) Venus

(C) Saturn

(D) Uranus

Q 32.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

My cousin has drawn this picture.

(A) This picture has been drawn by my cousin.

(B) This picture was being drawn by my cousin.

(C) This picture is drawn by my cousin.

(D) This picture having been drawn by my cousin.

Q 33.   Union Cabinet has declared which day as 'National Space Day' in

India?

(A) 23rd August

(B) 22nd August

(C) 17th September

(D) 21st January
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Q 34.   Answer the first question before You ____ further.

(A) proceed

(B) proceeded

(C) will proceed

(D) are proceed

Q 35.   India recently won the Asia Cup men's cricket trophy by beating

______ in the final.

(A) Sri Lanka

(B) Pakistan

(C) Bangladesh

(D) Afghanistan

Q 36.   What is the full form of PDA?

(A) Personal data assistant

(B) Personal digital assistant

(C) Personal detail assistant

(D) Personal database assistant

Q 37.   As he ___ not there, I spoke to his brother.

(A) was

(B) is

(C) went

(D) none of the above

Q 38.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

Somebody has put out the light.

(A) The light has been put out.

(B) The light is turned out.

(C) The light will be put out.

(D) The light is being put out.

Q 39.   The study of the history of life on earth as based on fossils is called

_____.

(A) Paleontology

(B) Taxonomy

(C) Pedology

(D) Oology

Q 40.   Many aspire ___ greatness, but few attained.

(A) with

(B) to

(C) in

(D) against
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Q 41.   What fraction of an hour is a second?

(A) 1/24

(B) 1/60

(C) 1/120

(D) 1/3600

Q 42.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Manifold'?

(A) Numerous

(B) Various

(C) Scant

(D) Multifold

Q 43.   They have ___ their tongue to speak lies.

(A) teach

(B) taught

(C) teaching

(D) are teaching

Q 44.   There are certain number of benches in a classroom. If four students

sit on each bench then three benches remain unoccupied. If,

however, three students sit on each bench then three students

remain standing in the class. There are ____ number of students in

the class.

(A) 45

(B) 50

(C) 42

(D) 48

Q 45.   If You subtract (-1) from (+1), what will be the result?

(A) -2

(B) 0

(C) 1

(D) 2

Q 46.   Who is the current cabinet rank minister of health and family welfare

in the State of Gujarat?

(A) Shri Kanubhai Desai

(B) Shri Rushikeshbhai Patel

(C) Shri Raghavjibhai Patel

(D) Shri Balvantsinhji Rajput
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Q 47.   The smallest number of five digits beginning with 3 and ending with

5 will be _____.

(A) 30005

(B) 31005

(C) 30015

(D) 30025

Q 48.    'છેડો પાથરવો' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) ન� થઈ માંગ�ું
(B) પીડ�ું
(C) �ુ�સો કરવો
(D) જુદા પડ�ું

Q 49.   What was the day of the week on 15th August, 1947?

(A) Friday

(B) Thursday

(C) Monday

(D) Saturday

Q 50.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'લગભગ મર� ગયે�ું' શ�દસ�ૂહ માટ ેનો એક શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) રામબાણ
(B) અ�વનાશી
(C) �ૃતઃ�ાય
(D) અસંગત

Q 51.   Not a drum was ____, not a funeral note.

(A) heard

(B) to be heard

(C) hear

(D) hearing

Q 52.    'ગળ�ૂથીમાં મળ�ું' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) વારસાગત મળ�ું
(B) અધીરા બન�ું
(C) દવા લા�ુ પડવી
(D) ફરવા જ�ું

Q 53.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'અવહેલના' શ�દ નો સમાનાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) અનાદર
(B) માછલી
(C) તરફદાર�
(D) પૈસા
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Q 54.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Menace'?

(A) Blessing

(B) Good - will

(C) Threat

(D) Remembrance

Q 55.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'ઉ�મ' શ�દ નો �વ�ધાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) જય
(B) આળસ
(C) �વવેક
(D) �ાચીન

Q 56.   He gazed so long ____ both his eyes were dazzled.

(A) that

(B) and

(C) for

(D) when

Q 57.    નીચેના �વક�પો માંથી �ો શ�દ તળપદા શ�દ 'કૂથલી' �ું �શ� �પ છે?

(A) ઢ�ગલી
(B) �ન�દા
(C) કાપડ
(D) શાકભા�

Q 58.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word 'Mediocrity'?

(A) Brilliance

(B) Medium

(C) Mean

(D) Average

Q 59.   Headquarters of UNESCO are located in ____.

(A) New York

(B) San Fransisco

(C) Paris

(D) London

Q 60.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Lame'?

(A) Weak

(B) Ineffective

(C) Defective

(D) Robust
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Q 61.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Filthy'?

(A) Purity

(B) Dirty

(C) Sweet

(D) Ambiguity

Q 62.   The public are cautioned ____ pickpockets.

(A) for

(B) on

(C) against

(D) too

Q 63.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Onerous'?

(A) Burdensome

(B) Light

(C) Easy

(D) Solely

Q 64.   Storage that retains it's data after the power is turned off is referred

to as ____

(A) volatile storage

(B) non volatile storage

(C) sequential storage

(D) direct storage

Q 65.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Obscure'?

(A) Reveal

(B) Conceal

(C) Discover

(D) Submissive

Q 66.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'વટમેા�ુ�' શ�દ નો સમાનાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) �ુંદર
(B) વહેમ
(C) �ૃ�
(D) પ�થક

Q 67.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Meteoric'?

(A) Permanent

(B) Order

(C) Momentary

(D) Misdeal
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Q 68.    નીચેના �વક�પો માંથી �ો શ�દ તળપદા શ�દ 'હકડઠેઠ' �ું �શ� �પ છે?

(A) મારામાર�
(B) ��ત�ા
(C) ખીચોખીચ
(D) મરણ

Q 69.   A ___ is approximately one billion bytes.

(A) Kilobyte

(B) Bit

(C) Gigabyte

(D) Megabyte

Q 70.    ____ is not an output device.

(A) Monitor

(B) Printer

(C) Projector

(D) Keyboard

Q 71.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'વધાર� ને વાત કરવી તે' શ�દસ�ૂહ માટ ેનો એક શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) અ�જ
(B) શતા�દ�
(C) અક��ય
(D) અ�તશયો��ત

Q 72.    ______ is the ex-officio Chairman of Rajya Sabha.

(A) President

(B) Vice President

(C) Deputy Speaker

(D) Prime Minister

Q 73.   Pixel stands for ____ in computer.

(A) Picture Electron

(B) Picture Element

(C) Picture Electric

(D) Picture Election

Q 74.   Who currently holds the post of cabinet rank Minister of Commerce

and Industry, Government of India?

(A) Smt. Smriti Irani

(B) Smt. Nirmala Sitaraman

(C) Shri Arjun Munda

(D) Shri Piyush Goyal
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Q 75.   MPEG stands for _____

(A) Moving Pictures Export Group

(B) Moving Pictures Expert Group

(C) Moving Pictures Extra Group

(D) Moving Pictures Extension Group

Q 76.   The accident resulted ___ the death of five people.

(A) to

(B) for

(C) with

(D) none of the above

Q 77.    'શીશામાં ઉતાર�ું' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) સામા થ�ું
(B) માથે ઈનામ �હેર થ�ું
(C) છેતર�ને કા�ૂમાં લે�ું - વશ કર�ું
(D) �ુખ થ�ું

Q 78.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Omniscient'?

(A) Almighty

(B) Infallible

(C) Ignorant

(D) Obedient

Q 79.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'લાઘવ' શ�દ નો �વ�ધાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) ગૌરવ
(B) સધવા
(C) દાનવ
(D) વાસી

Q 80.   She ____ her hands in agony.

(A) is wring

(B) was wring

(C) wring

(D) wrung

Q 81.    'છેડ ેગાંઠ વાળવી' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) પલાયન થ�ું
(B) માર� નાખ�ું
(C) આ�� કરવી
(D) �મરણ માં રાખ�ું
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Q 82.    'કાન દેવા' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) �ૂ� કરવી
(B) ઉધાર આપ�ું
(C) ઇ� કરવી
(D) �યાનથી સાંભળ�ું

Q 83.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Luminary'?

(A) Genius

(B) Dunce

(C) Clear

(D) Sage

Q 84.    'સડક થઇ જ�ું' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) �ૂબ �ગરદ� હોવી
(B) �ત�ધ થઈ જ�ું
(C) માર મારવો
(D) માઠુ�  લાગ�ું

Q 85.   So long as the rain ____, I stayed at home.

(A) continue

(B) was continuing

(C) continued

(D) is continuing

Q 86.   I have not been well ____ I returned from Delhi.

(A) for

(B) when

(C) and

(D) since

Q 87.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'અધમાધમ' શ�દ નો �વ�ધાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) ઉ�મો�મ
(B) પ�ર�મ
(C) ગતાગમ
(D) ભરતી

Q 88.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

'Fidelity'?

(A) Allegiance

(B) Treachery

(C) Disloyalty

(D) Unreal
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Q 89.   Bitmap file has ____ extension.

(A) bit

(B) bmp

(C) btm

(D) bmt

Q 90.   The wrong number in the sequence 22, 33, 66, 99, 121, 279, 594 is

____.

(A) 33

(B) 279

(C) 121

(D) 594

Q 91.   Which out of the following numbers is divisible by 3, 7, 9 and 11?

(A) 639

(B) 2079

(C) 3791

(D) 37911

Q 92.   He went to Kolkata so that he ___ find work.

(A) might

(B) may

(C) Both (A) and (B)

(D) none of the above

Q 93.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

We expect good news.

(A) Good news shall be expected.

(B) Good news will expect by me.

(C) Good news will be expected.

(D) Good news is expected.

Q 94.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Fragile'?

(A) Hardy

(B) Exile

(C) Delicate

(D) Tough

Q 95.   9, 12, 11, 14, 13, ____, 15

(A) 12

(B) 16

(C) 10

(D) 17

.

.

.

.
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Q 96.   Which male player won the 'Purple Cap' Award in the IPL - 2023

season?

(A) Hardik Pandya

(B) Kagiso Rabada

(C) Mohammed Shami

(D) Rashid Khan

Q 97.   નીચેના �વક�પો માંથી �ો શ�દ તળપદા શ�દ 'આવરદા' �ું �શ� �પ છે?

(A) આ�ુ�ય
(B) �વાગત
(C) સ�માન
(D) ચાદર

Q 98.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Synopsis'?

(A) Diagnosis

(B) Surgery

(C) Crisis

(D) Epitome

Q 99.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી '�નમ�ળ' શ�દ નો �વ�ધાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) મ�લન
(B) જલ
(C) દૂર
(D) રા��

Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Fragment'?

(A) Frame

(B) Odorous

(C) Scented

(D) Bulk

- - - - - - -

Q 100.   
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Q 1.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Omniscient'?

(A) Almighty

(B) Infallible

(C) Ignorant

(D) Obedient

Q 2.   So long as the rain ____, I stayed at home.

(A) continue

(B) was continuing

(C) continued

(D) is continuing

Q 3.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'અધમાધમ' શ�દ નો �વ�ધાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) ઉ�મો�મ
(B) પ�ર�મ
(C) ગતાગમ
(D) ભરતી

Q 4.   India recently won the Asia Cup men's cricket trophy by beating

______ in the final.

(A) Sri Lanka

(B) Pakistan

(C) Bangladesh

(D) Afghanistan

Q 5.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Cherish'?

(A) Nurture

(B) Entertain

(C) Discard

(D) Foster

Q 6.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word 'Mediocrity'?

(A) Brilliance

(B) Medium

(C) Mean

(D) Average
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Q 7.    'સડક થઇ જ�ું' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) �ૂબ �ગરદ� હોવી
(B) �ત�ધ થઈ જ�ું
(C) માર મારવો
(D) માઠુ�  લાગ�ું

Q 8.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

My cousin has drawn this picture.

(A) This picture has been drawn by my cousin.

(B) This picture was being drawn by my cousin.

(C) This picture is drawn by my cousin.

(D) This picture having been drawn by my cousin.

Q 9.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'કનક' શ�દ નો સમાનાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) કૃપા
(B) હેમ
(C) સમ�ત
(D) વેર

Q 10.    ______ is the ex-officio Chairman of Rajya Sabha.

(A) President

(B) Vice President

(C) Deputy Speaker

(D) Prime Minister

Q 11.   The murderer has _____ to Australia.

(A) flee

(B) fled

(C) flown

(D) none of the above

Q 12.   He went where he ____ find work.

(A)  goes to

(B) could

(C) can

(D) is

Q 13.   Which male player won the 'Purple Cap' Award in the IPL - 2023

season?

(A) Hardik Pandya

(B) Kagiso Rabada

(C) Mohammed Shami

(D) Rashid Khan
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Q 14.   The public are cautioned ____ pickpockets.

(A) for

(B) on

(C) against

(D) too

Q 15.   The accident resulted ___ the death of five people.

(A) to

(B) for

(C) with

(D) none of the above

Q 16.   Christ ____ his crucifiers.

(A) forgive

(B) forgave

(C) forgiven

(D) none of the above

Q 17.   Not a drum was ____, not a funeral note.

(A) heard

(B) to be heard

(C) hear

(D) hearing

Q 18.    નીચેના �વક�પો માંથી �ો શ�દ તળપદા શ�દ 'હકડઠેઠ' �ું �શ� �પ છે?

(A) મારામાર�
(B) ��ત�ા
(C) ખીચોખીચ
(D) મરણ

Q 19.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'લાઘવ' શ�દ નો �વ�ધાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) ગૌરવ
(B) સધવા
(C) દાનવ
(D) વાસી

Q 20.   A ___ is approximately one billion bytes.

(A) Kilobyte

(B) Bit

(C) Gigabyte

(D) Megabyte
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Q 21.   They have ___ their tongue to speak lies.

(A) teach

(B) taught

(C) teaching

(D) are teaching

Q 22.   The mule was partially relieved ___ the load.

(A) of

(B) off

(C) to

(D) by

Q 23.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

We expect good news.

(A) Good news shall be expected.

(B) Good news will expect by me.

(C) Good news will be expected.

(D) Good news is expected.

Q 24.    ____ is not an output device.

(A) Monitor

(B) Printer

(C) Projector

(D) Keyboard

Q 25.   What does the abbreviation 'NeVA' stand for in the context of the

inauguration by the President of India?

(A) National Energy Visionary Application

(B) National Environmental Virtual Assembly

(C) National e-Vidhan Application

(D) National Education Virtual Alliance

Q 26.   Who currently holds the post of cabinet rank Minister of Commerce

and Industry, Government of India?

(A) Smt. Smriti Irani

(B) Smt. Nirmala Sitaraman

(C) Shri Arjun Munda

(D) Shri Piyush Goyal

Q 27.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Forbear'?

(A) Abstain

(B) Indulge

(C) Seek

(D) Power
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Q 28.   Which male tennis player has won the most Grand Slam Singles

Titles in the open era?

(A) Novak Djokovic

(B) Rafael Nadal

(C) Roger Federer

(D) Pete Samprass

Q 29.   નીચેના �વક�પો માંથી �ો શ�દ તળપદા શ�દ 'આવરદા' �ું �શ� �પ છે?

(A) આ�ુ�ય
(B) �વાગત
(C) સ�માન
(D) ચાદર

Q 30.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'જે�ું નામ લે�ું પ�વ� છે તે' શ�દસ�ૂહ માટ ેનો એક શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) �ુ�ય�ોક
(B) જડભરત
(C) અ�ૂત�ૂવ�
(D) દૌ�હ�

Q 31.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Onerous'?

(A) Burdensome

(B) Light

(C) Easy

(D) Solely

Q 32.   Many aspire ___ greatness, but few attained.

(A) with

(B) to

(C) in

(D) against

Q 33.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'પસાયતો' શ�દ નો સમાનાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) ચોક�દાર
(B) પડદો
(C) દહેજ
(D) ગામડુ�

Q 34.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Menace'?

(A) Blessing

(B) Good - will

(C) Threat

(D) Remembrance
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Q 35.   He was so tired that he ___ scarcely stand.

(A) could

(B) may

(C) can

(D) might

Q 36.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Obscure'?

(A) Reveal

(B) Conceal

(C) Discover

(D) Submissive

Q 37.   Who is the current cabinet rank minister of health and family welfare

in the State of Gujarat?

(A) Shri Kanubhai Desai

(B) Shri Rushikeshbhai Patel

(C) Shri Raghavjibhai Patel

(D) Shri Balvantsinhji Rajput

Q 38.   What is the full form of PDA?

(A) Personal data assistant

(B) Personal digital assistant

(C) Personal detail assistant

(D) Personal database assistant

Q 39.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી '�નમ�ળ' શ�દ નો �વ�ધાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) મ�લન
(B) જલ
(C) દૂર
(D) રા��

Q 40.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Synopsis'?

(A) Diagnosis

(B) Surgery

(C) Crisis

(D) Epitome

Q 41.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

Columbus discovered America,

(A) America was discovered by Columbus.

(B) America got discovered through Columbus.

(C) America is discovered by Columbus.

(D) America was been discovered by Columbus.
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Q 42.   Early rising is beneficial ____ health.

(A) to

(B) with

(C) too

(D) four

Q 43.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Luminary'?

(A) Genius

(B) Dunce

(C) Clear

(D) Sage

Q 44.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Filthy'?

(A) Purity

(B) Dirty

(C) Sweet

(D) Ambiguity

Q 45.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

'Fidelity'?

(A) Allegiance

(B) Treachery

(C) Disloyalty

(D) Unreal

Q 46.   Union Cabinet has declared which day as 'National Space Day' in

India?

(A) 23rd August

(B) 22nd August

(C) 17th September

(D) 21st January

Q 47.   If REQUEST is written as S2R52TU, then how will ACID be written?

(A) 1394

(B) IC94

(C) BDJE

(D) 1D3E

Q 48.    _____ Government imposed a complete ban on all kinds of crackers

in September 2023.

(A) Maharashtra

(B) Rajasthan

(C) New Delhi

(D) Haryana
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Q 49.   He gazed so long ____ both his eyes were dazzled.

(A) that

(B) and

(C) for

(D) when

Q 50.   As he ___ not there, I spoke to his brother.

(A) was

(B) is

(C) went

(D) none of the above

Q 51.   Storage that retains it's data after the power is turned off is referred

to as ____

(A) volatile storage

(B) non volatile storage

(C) sequential storage

(D) direct storage

Q 52.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Chide'?

(A) Rate

(B) Scold

(C) Reprimand

(D) Applaud

Q 53.   He went to Kolkata so that he ___ find work.

(A) might

(B) may

(C) Both (A) and (B)

(D) none of the above

Q 54.    'શીશામાં ઉતાર�ું' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) સામા થ�ું
(B) માથે ઈનામ �હેર થ�ું
(C) છેતર�ને કા�ૂમાં લે�ું - વશ કર�ું
(D) �ુખ થ�ું

Q 55.   Answer the first question before You ____ further.

(A) proceed

(B) proceeded

(C) will proceed

(D) are proceed
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Q 56.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'વટમેા�ુ�' શ�દ નો સમાનાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) �ુંદર
(B) વહેમ
(C) �ૃ�
(D) પ�થક

Q 57.   Which of the following is a permanent memory in the computer?

(A) ROM

(B) RAM

(C) CPU

(D) None of the above

Q 58.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Manifold'?

(A) Numerous

(B) Various

(C) Scant

(D) Multifold

Q 59.    'છેડો પાથરવો' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) ન� થઈ માંગ�ું
(B) પીડ�ું
(C) �ુ�સો કરવો
(D) જુદા પડ�ું

Q 60.   Pixel stands for ____ in computer.

(A) Picture Electron

(B) Picture Element

(C) Picture Electric

(D) Picture Election

Q 61.   There are certain number of benches in a classroom. If four students

sit on each bench then three benches remain unoccupied. If,

however, three students sit on each bench then three students

remain standing in the class. There are ____ number of students in

the class.

(A) 45

(B) 50

(C) 42

(D) 48
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Q 62.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

Sohrab threw the ball.

(A) The ball is thrown by Sohrab

(B) The ball was thrown by Sohrab

(C) The ball was threw by Sohrab

(D) The ball is being thrown by Sohrab

Q 63.    નીચેના �વક�પો માંથી �ો શ�દ તળપદા શ�દ 'કૂથલી' �ું �શ� �પ છે?

(A) ઢ�ગલી
(B) �ન�દા
(C) કાપડ
(D) શાકભા�

Q 64.    'ગળ�ૂથીમાં મળ�ું' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) વારસાગત મળ�ું
(B) અધીરા બન�ું
(C) દવા લા�ુ પડવી
(D) ફરવા જ�ું

Q 65.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Lame'?

(A) Weak

(B) Ineffective

(C) Defective

(D) Robust

Q 66.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Fragment'?

(A) Frame

(B) Odorous

(C) Scented

(D) Bulk

Q 67.   Headquarters of UNESCO are located in ____.

(A) New York

(B) San Fransisco

(C) Paris

(D) London

Q 68.   9, 12, 11, 14, 13, ____, 15

(A) 12

(B) 16

(C) 10

(D) 17
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Q 69.   Which out of the following is the greatest number of five digits exactly

divisible by 47.

(A) 99999

(B) 99947

(C) 99969

(D) 99994

Q 70.    'કાન દેવા' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) �ૂ� કરવી
(B) ઉધાર આપ�ું
(C) ઇ� કરવી
(D) �યાનથી સાંભળ�ું

Q 71.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Meteoric'?

(A) Permanent

(B) Order

(C) Momentary

(D) Misdeal

Q 72.   Which out of the following numbers is divisible by 3, 7, 9 and 11?

(A) 639

(B) 2079

(C) 3791

(D) 37911

Q 73.   MPEG stands for _____

(A) Moving Pictures Export Group

(B) Moving Pictures Expert Group

(C) Moving Pictures Extra Group

(D) Moving Pictures Extension Group

Q 74.   Who currently holds the post of Prime Minister of Japan?

(A) Shinzo Abe

(B) Yoshihiko Noda

(C) Yoshihide Suga

(D) Fumio Kishida

Q 75.   Long indulgence ____ vice impaired his once robust constitution.

(A) to

(B) into

(C) in

(D) for
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Q 76.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'ઉ�મ' શ�દ નો �વ�ધાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) જય
(B) આળસ
(C) �વવેક
(D) �ાચીન

Q 77.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'અવહેલના' શ�દ નો સમાનાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) અનાદર
(B) માછલી
(C) તરફદાર�
(D) પૈસા

Q 78.   Which among the following planets does not have any satellite?

(A) Jupiter

(B) Venus

(C) Saturn

(D) Uranus

Q 79.   She ____ her hands in agony.

(A) is wring

(B) was wring

(C) wring

(D) wrung

Q 80.    'છેડ ેગાંઠ વાળવી' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) પલાયન થ�ું
(B) માર� નાખ�ું
(C) આ�� કરવી
(D) �મરણ માં રાખ�ું

Q 81.   International boundary line between India and Pakistan is known as

____.

(A) Radcliffe Line

(B) Durand Line

(C) 38th Parallel

(D) McMohan Line

Q 82.   He locked the papers up so that they ____ be safe.

(A) are

(B) may

(C) might

(D) were
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Q 83.   The study of the history of life on earth as based on fossils is called

_____.

(A) Paleontology

(B) Taxonomy

(C) Pedology

(D) Oology

Q 84.   What fraction of an hour is a second?

(A) 1/24

(B) 1/60

(C) 1/120

(D) 1/3600

Q 85.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Fragile'?

(A) Hardy

(B) Exile

(C) Delicate

(D) Tough

Q 86.   He was punished, ____ he was guilty.

(A) for

(B) but

(C) yet

(D) so

Q 87.   She has gone to Chennai, _____ is her birthplace.

(A) which

(B) that

(C) and

(D) none of the above

Q 88.   The burglar jumped ___ the compound wall.

(A) on

(B) over

(C) through

(D) in

Q 89.   If You subtract (-1) from (+1), what will be the result?

(A) -2

(B) 0

(C) 1

(D) 2
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Q 90.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'લગભગ મર� ગયે�ું' શ�દસ�ૂહ માટ ેનો એક શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) રામબાણ
(B) અ�વનાશી
(C) �ૃતઃ�ાય
(D) અસંગત

Q 91.   I have not been well ____ I returned from Delhi.

(A) for

(B) when

(C) and

(D) since

Q 92.   The wrong number in the sequence 22, 33, 66, 99, 121, 279, 594 is

____.

(A) 33

(B) 279

(C) 121

(D) 594

Q 93.    'Smart Vault' an automated digital locker facility is launched by ____

(A) HDFC Bank

(B) ICICI Bank

(C) YES Bank

(D) SBI

Q 94.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

Somebody has put out the light.

(A) The light has been put out.

(B) The light is turned out.

(C) The light will be put out.

(D) The light is being put out.

Q 95.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'વધાર� ને વાત કરવી તે' શ�દસ�ૂહ માટ ેનો એક શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) અ�જ
(B) શતા�દ�
(C) અક��ય
(D) અ�તશયો��ત

Q 96.   Bitmap file has ____ extension.

(A) bit

(B) bmp

(C) btm

(D) bmt

.

.

.

.
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Q 97.   What was the day of the week on 15th August, 1947?

(A) Friday

(B) Thursday

(C) Monday

(D) Saturday

Q 98.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'એકજ સમય માં થઇ ગયે�ું' શ�દસ�ૂહ માટ ેનો એક શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) સમકાલીન
(B) એકા�ત
(C) કાલાતીત
(D) અવા�ચીન

Q 99.   The smallest number of five digits beginning with 3 and ending with

5 will be _____.

(A) 30005

(B) 31005

(C) 30015

(D) 30025

How many times are the hands of a clock at right angle in a day?

(A) 22

(B) 24

(C) 44

(D) 48

- - - - - - -

Q 100.   
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Q 1.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Fragment'?

(A) Frame

(B) Odorous

(C) Scented

(D) Bulk

Q 2.   The burglar jumped ___ the compound wall.

(A) on

(B) over

(C) through

(D) in

Q 3.   The accident resulted ___ the death of five people.

(A) to

(B) for

(C) with

(D) none of the above

Q 4.   What does the abbreviation 'NeVA' stand for in the context of the

inauguration by the President of India?

(A) National Energy Visionary Application

(B) National Environmental Virtual Assembly

(C) National e-Vidhan Application

(D) National Education Virtual Alliance

Q 5.   So long as the rain ____, I stayed at home.

(A) continue

(B) was continuing

(C) continued

(D) is continuing

Q 6.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Forbear'?

(A) Abstain

(B) Indulge

(C) Seek

(D) Power
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Q 7.   Which out of the following numbers is divisible by 3, 7, 9 and 11?

(A) 639

(B) 2079

(C) 3791

(D) 37911

Q 8.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Obscure'?

(A) Reveal

(B) Conceal

(C) Discover

(D) Submissive

Q 9.   Answer the first question before You ____ further.

(A) proceed

(B) proceeded

(C) will proceed

(D) are proceed

Q 10.   The smallest number of five digits beginning with 3 and ending with

5 will be _____.

(A) 30005

(B) 31005

(C) 30015

(D) 30025

Q 11.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word 'Mediocrity'?

(A) Brilliance

(B) Medium

(C) Mean

(D) Average

Q 12.   He was punished, ____ he was guilty.

(A) for

(B) but

(C) yet

(D) so

Q 13.   Storage that retains it's data after the power is turned off is referred

to as ____

(A) volatile storage

(B) non volatile storage

(C) sequential storage

(D) direct storage
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Q 14.   Which male tennis player has won the most Grand Slam Singles

Titles in the open era?

(A) Novak Djokovic

(B) Rafael Nadal

(C) Roger Federer

(D) Pete Samprass

Q 15.   Not a drum was ____, not a funeral note.

(A) heard

(B) to be heard

(C) hear

(D) hearing

Q 16.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Luminary'?

(A) Genius

(B) Dunce

(C) Clear

(D) Sage

Q 17.   Who currently holds the post of cabinet rank Minister of Commerce

and Industry, Government of India?

(A) Smt. Smriti Irani

(B) Smt. Nirmala Sitaraman

(C) Shri Arjun Munda

(D) Shri Piyush Goyal

Q 18.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

We expect good news.

(A) Good news shall be expected.

(B) Good news will expect by me.

(C) Good news will be expected.

(D) Good news is expected.

Q 19.   Early rising is beneficial ____ health.

(A) to

(B) with

(C) too

(D) four

Q 20.   What is the full form of PDA?

(A) Personal data assistant

(B) Personal digital assistant

(C) Personal detail assistant

(D) Personal database assistant
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Q 21.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'વધાર� ને વાત કરવી તે' શ�દસ�ૂહ માટ ેનો એક શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) અ�જ
(B) શતા�દ�
(C) અક��ય
(D) અ�તશયો��ત

Q 22.   What fraction of an hour is a second?

(A) 1/24

(B) 1/60

(C) 1/120

(D) 1/3600

Q 23.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Omniscient'?

(A) Almighty

(B) Infallible

(C) Ignorant

(D) Obedient

Q 24.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'ઉ�મ' શ�દ નો �વ�ધાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) જય
(B) આળસ
(C) �વવેક
(D) �ાચીન

Q 25.   If REQUEST is written as S2R52TU, then how will ACID be written?

(A) 1394

(B) IC94

(C) BDJE

(D) 1D3E

Q 26.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Chide'?

(A) Rate

(B) Scold

(C) Reprimand

(D) Applaud

Q 27.   Long indulgence ____ vice impaired his once robust constitution.

(A) to

(B) into

(C) in

(D) for
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Q 28.   He locked the papers up so that they ____ be safe.

(A) are

(B) may

(C) might

(D) were

Q 29.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'વટમેા�ુ�' શ�દ નો સમાનાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) �ુંદર
(B) વહેમ
(C) �ૃ�
(D) પ�થક

Q 30.   Many aspire ___ greatness, but few attained.

(A) with

(B) to

(C) in

(D) against

Q 31.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'પસાયતો' શ�દ નો સમાનાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) ચોક�દાર
(B) પડદો
(C) દહેજ
(D) ગામડુ�

Q 32.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Synopsis'?

(A) Diagnosis

(B) Surgery

(C) Crisis

(D) Epitome

Q 33.   As he ___ not there, I spoke to his brother.

(A) was

(B) is

(C) went

(D) none of the above

Q 34.   A ___ is approximately one billion bytes.

(A) Kilobyte

(B) Bit

(C) Gigabyte

(D) Megabyte
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Q 35.   Pixel stands for ____ in computer.

(A) Picture Electron

(B) Picture Element

(C) Picture Electric

(D) Picture Election

Q 36.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Filthy'?

(A) Purity

(B) Dirty

(C) Sweet

(D) Ambiguity

Q 37.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'એકજ સમય માં થઇ ગયે�ું' શ�દસ�ૂહ માટ ેનો એક શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) સમકાલીન
(B) એકા�ત
(C) કાલાતીત
(D) અવા�ચીન

Q 38.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'જે�ું નામ લે�ું પ�વ� છે તે' શ�દસ�ૂહ માટ ેનો એક શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) �ુ�ય�ોક
(B) જડભરત
(C) અ�ૂત�ૂવ�
(D) દૌ�હ�

Q 39.    ____ is not an output device.

(A) Monitor

(B) Printer

(C) Projector

(D) Keyboard

Q 40.    'શીશામાં ઉતાર�ું' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) સામા થ�ું
(B) માથે ઈનામ �હેર થ�ું
(C) છેતર�ને કા�ૂમાં લે�ું - વશ કર�ું
(D) �ુખ થ�ું

Q 41.   નીચેના �વક�પો માંથી �ો શ�દ તળપદા શ�દ 'આવરદા' �ું �શ� �પ છે?

(A) આ�ુ�ય
(B) �વાગત
(C) સ�માન
(D) ચાદર
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Q 42.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'કનક' શ�દ નો સમાનાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) કૃપા
(B) હેમ
(C) સમ�ત
(D) વેર

Q 43.   9, 12, 11, 14, 13, ____, 15

(A) 12

(B) 16

(C) 10

(D) 17

Q 44.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Fragile'?

(A) Hardy

(B) Exile

(C) Delicate

(D) Tough

Q 45.   The public are cautioned ____ pickpockets.

(A) for

(B) on

(C) against

(D) too

Q 46.   Who is the current cabinet rank minister of health and family welfare

in the State of Gujarat?

(A) Shri Kanubhai Desai

(B) Shri Rushikeshbhai Patel

(C) Shri Raghavjibhai Patel

(D) Shri Balvantsinhji Rajput

Q 47.    'ગળ�ૂથીમાં મળ�ું' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) વારસાગત મળ�ું
(B) અધીરા બન�ું
(C) દવા લા�ુ પડવી
(D) ફરવા જ�ું

Q 48.   How many times are the hands of a clock at right angle in a day?

(A) 22

(B) 24

(C) 44

(D) 48
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Q 49.   Bitmap file has ____ extension.

(A) bit

(B) bmp

(C) btm

(D) bmt

Q 50.   He was so tired that he ___ scarcely stand.

(A) could

(B) may

(C) can

(D) might

Q 51.    નીચેના �વક�પો માંથી �ો શ�દ તળપદા શ�દ 'હકડઠેઠ' �ું �શ� �પ છે?

(A) મારામાર�
(B) ��ત�ા
(C) ખીચોખીચ
(D) મરણ

Q 52.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

My cousin has drawn this picture.

(A) This picture has been drawn by my cousin.

(B) This picture was being drawn by my cousin.

(C) This picture is drawn by my cousin.

(D) This picture having been drawn by my cousin.

Q 53.   Which out of the following is the greatest number of five digits exactly

divisible by 47.

(A) 99999

(B) 99947

(C) 99969

(D) 99994

Q 54.   Union Cabinet has declared which day as 'National Space Day' in

India?

(A) 23rd August

(B) 22nd August

(C) 17th September

(D) 21st January

Q 55.   MPEG stands for _____

(A) Moving Pictures Export Group

(B) Moving Pictures Expert Group

(C) Moving Pictures Extra Group

(D) Moving Pictures Extension Group

.

.

.

.
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Q 56.   International boundary line between India and Pakistan is known as

____.

(A) Radcliffe Line

(B) Durand Line

(C) 38th Parallel

(D) McMohan Line

Q 57.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

'Fidelity'?

(A) Allegiance

(B) Treachery

(C) Disloyalty

(D) Unreal

Q 58.    નીચેના �વક�પો માંથી �ો શ�દ તળપદા શ�દ 'કૂથલી' �ું �શ� �પ છે?

(A) ઢ�ગલી
(B) �ન�દા
(C) કાપડ
(D) શાકભા�

Q 59.    'Smart Vault' an automated digital locker facility is launched by ____

(A) HDFC Bank

(B) ICICI Bank

(C) YES Bank

(D) SBI

Q 60.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી '�નમ�ળ' શ�દ નો �વ�ધાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) મ�લન
(B) જલ
(C) દૂર
(D) રા��

Q 61.    'છેડો પાથરવો' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) ન� થઈ માંગ�ું
(B) પીડ�ું
(C) �ુ�સો કરવો
(D) જુદા પડ�ું

Q 62.   Which among the following planets does not have any satellite?

(A) Jupiter

(B) Venus

(C) Saturn

(D) Uranus
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Q 63.   He gazed so long ____ both his eyes were dazzled.

(A) that

(B) and

(C) for

(D) when

Q 64.   The study of the history of life on earth as based on fossils is called

_____.

(A) Paleontology

(B) Taxonomy

(C) Pedology

(D) Oology

Q 65.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

Somebody has put out the light.

(A) The light has been put out.

(B) The light is turned out.

(C) The light will be put out.

(D) The light is being put out.

Q 66.   Which male player won the 'Purple Cap' Award in the IPL - 2023

season?

(A) Hardik Pandya

(B) Kagiso Rabada

(C) Mohammed Shami

(D) Rashid Khan

Q 67.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'લાઘવ' શ�દ નો �વ�ધાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) ગૌરવ
(B) સધવા
(C) દાનવ
(D) વાસી

Q 68.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Lame'?

(A) Weak

(B) Ineffective

(C) Defective

(D) Robust

Q 69.   She has gone to Chennai, _____ is her birthplace.

(A) which

(B) that

(C) and

(D) none of the above
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Q 70.    'સડક થઇ જ�ું' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) �ૂબ �ગરદ� હોવી
(B) �ત�ધ થઈ જ�ું
(C) માર મારવો
(D) માઠુ�  લાગ�ું

Q 71.    'છેડ ેગાંઠ વાળવી' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) પલાયન થ�ું
(B) માર� નાખ�ું
(C) આ�� કરવી
(D) �મરણ માં રાખ�ું

Q 72.   The wrong number in the sequence 22, 33, 66, 99, 121, 279, 594 is

____.

(A) 33

(B) 279

(C) 121

(D) 594

Q 73.   I have not been well ____ I returned from Delhi.

(A) for

(B) when

(C) and

(D) since

Q 74.   He went where he ____ find work.

(A)  goes to

(B) could

(C) can

(D) is

Q 75.   Headquarters of UNESCO are located in ____.

(A) New York

(B) San Fransisco

(C) Paris

(D) London

Q 76.   India recently won the Asia Cup men's cricket trophy by beating

______ in the final.

(A) Sri Lanka

(B) Pakistan

(C) Bangladesh

(D) Afghanistan
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Q 77.   They have ___ their tongue to speak lies.

(A) teach

(B) taught

(C) teaching

(D) are teaching

Q 78.   She ____ her hands in agony.

(A) is wring

(B) was wring

(C) wring

(D) wrung

Q 79.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Manifold'?

(A) Numerous

(B) Various

(C) Scant

(D) Multifold

Q 80.   Which of the following is a permanent memory in the computer?

(A) ROM

(B) RAM

(C) CPU

(D) None of the above

Q 81.   There are certain number of benches in a classroom. If four students

sit on each bench then three benches remain unoccupied. If,

however, three students sit on each bench then three students

remain standing in the class. There are ____ number of students in

the class.

(A) 45

(B) 50

(C) 42

(D) 48

Q 82.   The murderer has _____ to Australia.

(A) flee

(B) fled

(C) flown

(D) none of the above
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Q 83.   Which out of the following is the most opposite in meaning to the

word - 'Cherish'?

(A) Nurture

(B) Entertain

(C) Discard

(D) Foster

Q 84.   What was the day of the week on 15th August, 1947?

(A) Friday

(B) Thursday

(C) Monday

(D) Saturday

Q 85.   Christ ____ his crucifiers.

(A) forgive

(B) forgave

(C) forgiven

(D) none of the above

Q 86.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Onerous'?

(A) Burdensome

(B) Light

(C) Easy

(D) Solely

Q 87.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'અધમાધમ' શ�દ નો �વ�ધાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) ઉ�મો�મ
(B) પ�ર�મ
(C) ગતાગમ
(D) ભરતી

Q 88.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'અવહેલના' શ�દ નો સમાનાથ� શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) અનાદર
(B) માછલી
(C) તરફદાર�
(D) પૈસા

Q 89.    _____ Government imposed a complete ban on all kinds of crackers

in September 2023.

(A) Maharashtra

(B) Rajasthan

(C) New Delhi

(D) Haryana
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Q 90.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

Columbus discovered America,

(A) America was discovered by Columbus.

(B) America got discovered through Columbus.

(C) America is discovered by Columbus.

(D) America was been discovered by Columbus.

Q 91.    'કાન દેવા' ��ઢ�યોગ નો સાચો અથ� નીચે માંથી �ો �વક�પ દશા�વે છે.

(A) �ૂ� કરવી
(B) ઉધાર આપ�ું
(C) ઇ� કરવી
(D) �યાનથી સાંભળ�ું

Q 92.   He went to Kolkata so that he ___ find work.

(A) might

(B) may

(C) Both (A) and (B)

(D) none of the above

Q 93.   If You subtract (-1) from (+1), what will be the result?

(A) -2

(B) 0

(C) 1

(D) 2

Q 94.   Who currently holds the post of Prime Minister of Japan?

(A) Shinzo Abe

(B) Yoshihiko Noda

(C) Yoshihide Suga

(D) Fumio Kishida

Q 95.    ______ is the ex-officio Chairman of Rajya Sabha.

(A) President

(B) Vice President

(C) Deputy Speaker

(D) Prime Minister

Q 96.   The mule was partially relieved ___ the load.

(A) of

(B) off

(C) to

(D) by
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Q 97.   Choose from the options, the correct version of the passive voice of

the below sentence.

Sohrab threw the ball.

(A) The ball is thrown by Sohrab

(B) The ball was thrown by Sohrab

(C) The ball was threw by Sohrab

(D) The ball is being thrown by Sohrab

Q 98.   નીચે આપેલ �વક�પો માંથી 'લગભગ મર� ગયે�ું' શ�દસ�ૂહ માટ ેનો એક શ�દ �ો છે?

(A) રામબાણ
(B) અ�વનાશી
(C) �ૃતઃ�ાય
(D) અસંગત

Q 99.   Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Menace'?

(A) Blessing

(B) Good - will

(C) Threat

(D) Remembrance

Which out of the following is the most similar in meaning to the word

- 'Meteoric'?

(A) Permanent

(B) Order

(C) Momentary

(D) Misdeal

- - - - - - -

Q 100.   
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